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A bestselling modern classic—both poignant and funny—about a boy with autism who sets out to solve the murder of a neighbor's dog and discovers unexpected truths about himself and the world. Nominated
as one of America’s best-loved novels by PBS’s The Great American Read Christopher John Francis Boone knows all the countries of the world and their capitals and every prime number up to 7,057. He
relates well to animals but has no understanding of human emotions. He cannot stand to be touched. And he detests the color yellow. This improbable story of Christopher's quest to investigate the suspicious
death of a neighborhood dog makes for one of the most captivating, unusual, and widely heralded novels in recent years.
All aboard! Little travelers will love this shaped board book as they take the train with everyone's favorite puppy! Spot and Grandma have been on a day trip, and now it's time to take the train home. What will
they see on the journey? This delightful story featuring the much-loved Spot is a perfect introduction to new experiences like riding the train.
Spot is visiting his Grandpa at the fire station in this delightful fire-engine-shaped board book! Spot is visiting his Grandpa at the fire station, and he's very excited! Join Spot on his adventure by reading the
story, and then play with the fire-engine shaped book. Spot books are perfect for reading about new experiences, early learning, and stories you can play with.
Spot and his friends are learning that being polite is a rewarding experience. This useful book will help children to begin to use those all-important words, 'please' and 'thank you', as they learn alongside the
loveable puppy, Spot, and all his friends.
Spot the puppy goes through his nightly routine before heading off to bed. On board pages.
A new title in the popular little Spot board book series, taking Spot through his bedtime routine.
Spot Says Goodnight is a classic Spot book by Eric Hill This is colourful, brighter edition of the classic Spot lift-the-flap board book Spot says Goodnight, which features rescans of Eric Hill's original artwork perfect for toddlers and children learning to read. It's time for bed but Spot has lots of "Goodnights" to say before he can settle down to sleep. LIft the flaps to join in the bedtime fun. Praise for Spot: 'Spot is
one of the essential experiences of childhood' Parents Magazine Eric Hill's Spot picture books have sold over 50 million copies worldwide since Spot first appeared in 1980. A Range of Spot books for children
through from baby to pre-school are available from Penguin, including: Spot's Busy Day Sticker Book, Spot Loves his Friends, Spot Goes to the Park, Spot Goes on Holiday and Spot's Fun-Time Colouring
Book. Don't miss any of the other Spot lift-the-flap classics: Spot's First Walk; Spot's Birthday Party; Spot's First Christmas; Spot Goes to School; Spot Goes on Holiday; Spot Goes to the Circus; Spot Goes to
the Farm; Spot's First Easter; Spot's Baby Sister; Spot Stays Overnight; Spot Goes to the Park; Spot Goes to a Party; Spot Bakes a Cake; Spot Visits his Grandparents; Spot Can Count; Who's There, Spot?;
Spot Says Goodnight
A collection of six stories about Spot and his friends, based on the TV animation series launched in 2000. The book is packaged with a cassette containing dramatizations of the stories.

Join Spot and his mum in a brand new story as they go on a shopping trip to the supermarket. Spot loves helping, and he has lots of ideas for what they should buy. Shopping
with Mum is lots of fun!
Bill Carter, executive producer of CNN’s docuseries The Story of Late Night and host of the Behind the Desk: Story of Late Night podcast, details the chaotic transition of The
Tonight Show from host Jay Leno to Conan O’Brien—and back again. In 2010, NBC’s CEO Jeff Zucker, had it all worked out when he moved Jay Leno from behind the desk at
The Tonight Show, and handed the reins over to Conan O'Brien. But his decision was a spectacular failure. Ratings plummeted, affiliates were enraged—and when Zucker tried to
put everything back the way it was, that plan backfired as well. No one is more uniquely suited to document the story of a late-night travesty than veteran media reporter and
bestselling author, Bill Carter. In candid detail, he charts the vortex that sucked in not just Leno and O'Brien—but also Letterman, Stewart, Fallon, Kimmel, and Ferguson—as
frantic agents and network executives tried to manage a tectonic shift in television’s most beloved institution.
On the first day of school, Spot brings his new lunchbox, plays the drums, has fun outside, and listens to a story. On board pages.
Spot stays overnight with his friends, Steve. He forgets to pack one very important item, but luckily his mum saves the day. . . and night! The classic Spot story re-originated with
special cover finishes and rescanned artwork.
George Hall is an unobtrusive man. A little distant, perhaps, a little cautious, not quite at ease with the emotional demands of fatherhood or of manly bonhomie. “The secret of
contentment, George felt, lay in ignoring many things completely.” Some things in life can’t be ignored, however: his tempestuous daughter Katie’s deeply inappropriate
boyfriend Ray, for instance, or the sudden appearance of a red circular rash on his hip. At 57, George is settling down to a comfortable retirement, building a shed in his garden
and enjoying the freedom to be alone when he wants. But then he runs into a spot of bother. That red circular rash on his hip: George convinces himself it’s skin cancer. And the
deeply inappropriate Ray? Katie announces he will become her second husband. The planning for these frowned-upon nuptials proves a great inconvenience to George’s wife,
Jean, who is carrying on a late-life affair with her husband’s ex-colleague. The Halls do not approve of Ray, for vague reasons summed up by their son Jamie’s observation that
Ray has “strangler’s hands.” Jamie himself has his own problems — his tidy and pleasant life comes apart when he fails to invite his lover, Tony, to Katie’s wedding. And Katie,
a woman whose ferocious temper once led to the maiming of a carjacker, can’t decide if she loves Ray, or loves the wonderful way he has with her son Jacob. Unnoticed in the
uproar, George quietly begins to go mad. The way these damaged people fall apart — and come together — as a family is the true subject of Haddon’s hilarious and disturbing
portrait of a dignified man trying to go insane politely. A Spot of Bother is Mark Haddon’s unforgettable follow-up to the internationally beloved bestseller The Curious Incident of
the Dog in the Night-time. Once again, Haddon proves a master of a story at once hilarious, poignant, dark, and profoundly human. Here the madness — literally — of family life
proves rich comic fodder for Haddon’s crackling prose and bittersweet insights into misdirected love.
Play an exciting game of hide-and-seek with Spot at his first birthday party!
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A bigger, brighter edition of this bestselling classic. Who's there, hiding behind the door? From the pen of the famous illustrator Eric Hill, this delightful hide-and-seek story, with
trademark simple text, linked illustrations and lots of surprises behind flaps is perfect for a new generation of Spot fans.
SHORTLISTED FOR THE EDGAR AWARD FOR FIRST NOVEL “Winter Counts is a marvel. It’s a thriller with a beating heart and jagged teeth. This book is a brilliant
meditation on power and violence, and a testament to just how much a crime novel can achieve. Weiden is a powerful new voice. I couldn’t put it down.” —Tommy Orange,
author of There There A Recommended Read from: USA Today * TIME * The Washington Post * Buzzfeed * Electric Literature * Lit Hub * Shondaland * Publishers Weekly *
Crimereads * Salon * PopSugar * NPR A groundbreaking thriller about a vigilante on a Native American reservation who embarks on a dangerous mission to track down the
source of a heroin influx. Virgil Wounded Horse is the local enforcer on the Rosebud Indian Reservation in South Dakota. When justice is denied by the American legal system or
the tribal council, Virgil is hired to deliver his own punishment, the kind that’s hard to forget. But when heroin makes its way into the reservation and finds Virgil’s nephew, his
vigilantism suddenly becomes personal. He enlists the help of his ex-girlfriend and sets out to learn where the drugs are coming from, and how to make them stop. They follow a
lead to Denver and find that drug cartels are rapidly expanding and forming new and terrifying alliances. And back on the reservation, a new tribal council initiative raises
uncomfortable questions about money and power. As Virgil starts to link the pieces together, he must face his own demons and reclaim his Native identity. He realizes that being
a Native American in the twenty-first century comes at an incredible cost. Winter Counts is a tour-de-force of crime fiction, a bracingly honest look at a long-ignored part of
American life, and a twisting, turning story that’s as deeply rendered as it is thrilling.
Discover the treasures of the night sky and learn to recognize its sparkling constellations with these fact filled cards.
Spot never seems sleepy--he would much rather stay up late and play with his toys instead of going to bed. Original.
Spot finds out about Christmas trees, carol-singers and presents from Father Christmas in this fabulously festive board-book edition of a classic lift-the-flap tale by Eric Hill,
complete with shiny foil cover.
Travis Maddox, Eastern University's playboy, makes a bet with good girl Abby that if he loses, he will remain abstinent for a month, but if he wins, Abby must live in his apartment
for the same amount of time.
Spot story books have been delighting children and parents for years with their gentle storylines and bright, colourful scenes. Spot is always the star of these books and his
experiences with his family, friends and the wider world are those experienced by very young children. In this addition to the 'Spot Loves' titles, Spot is spending time with his
Dad. They do lots of fun things together - from playing football to flying a kite to feeding ducks. Spot loves Dad, and Dad loves Spot. This book is delightful for father and son to
share together. And will make an especially lovely gift - for Father's Day, a birthday - or any other celebration day!
A star-crossed prophecy. A lot of music. Just not a lot of light. In this darkly comic rock-fable, a melancholy sandwich maker’s humdrum life is intersected by two entrancing
sisters. A sweeping ode to young love set against the backdrop of the Northeast blackout of 1965, Fly By Night is a tale about making your way and discovering hope in a world
beset by darkness.
Spot surprises his mother with a handmade card for Valentine's Day. On board pages.
A brightly coloured Spot adventure especially for young children. Join Spot as he welcomes a baby sister into the family.
PICTURE BOOKS. Have fun with Spot and discover new experiences together! Spot is going to the swimming pool with Mum and his smart new rubber ring. At first he feels a little nervous,
but with a bit of support from Mum and friends soon Spot is splashing about and having a whale of a time!. Age 3+
Join the hunt to find lovable puppy, Spot, in Eric Hill's first ever lift-the-flap tale! Lift each flap to find all sorts of funny animal surprises, before discovering where cheeky Spot has been hiding.
This is the perfect first book for little ones - the playful text is a wonderful spur to read and respond together, and the hide-and-seek flaps encourage curiosity and interactivity. This is a special
anniversary edition of this much-loved classic to celebrate 40 years since the first publication of Where's Spot?.
No Marketing Blurb
Down on the farm, Spot goes in search of the new baby piglets and finds a basketful of kittens as well! Another fun lift-the-flap adventure with Eric Hill's adorable Spot the dog.
An engaging introduction to great works of art by masters ranging from Michelangelo to Picasso juxtaposes reproductions of each depicted piece beside "forgeries" that incorporate small
historical and technical changes.
Spot the puppy, his mother, and his animal friends have a fun-filled day playing in the park. Movable flaps conceal portions of the illustrations and text.
Follow the little puppy Spot in this series of board books aimed at the youngest children.
Join Spot for this classic story about all the fun things he does with Grandma. Baking cakes, making lemonade, and reading a story together! This fun, reassuring story makes a great gift and
is perfect to share at bedtime.
Packed with interesting information about the planets and stars, this book is host to a range of vibrant images of astronomical features. With top tips on how to spot everything from
constellations to auroras, it wonâe(tm)t be long before they have enough points to claim an i-SPY In the Night Sky certificate. From stars and comets to eclipses and satellites, this book is full
of tips and tricks for gazing at the night sky. Learn about astronomy so that youâe(tm)ll be prepared to spot a variety of exciting features whenever youâe(tm)re outside after dark! âe¢ spy it
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âe" up to 200 fun things to spot around you âe¢ spot it âe" tick it off when you see it âe¢ score it âe" score points for each spot and send off for your official i-SPY certificate Children will love
using this fun and fascinating i-SPY book!
Spot's dad takes him for a drive around the busy farm on his tractor. Little Spotfans will love to follow the story and press the sound button. Plenty of farm animals to look out for and tractor
noises to be made!
A lift-the-flap adventure tells of Spot's first day in school with his teacher, Ms. Bear, and his classmates, Helen Hippo, Tom Alligator, and Steve Monkey. Reissue.
Spot the difference is an amazing activity that boosts your child's fine-ground perception. Fine-ground perception is the skill that would allow children to see in-between the negative spaces.
This makes it possible to locate hidden objects, which is an important element to learning math and reading. Don't forget to checkout with a copy of this activity book today!
A new format Spot sound book combining the fun of a puzzle with the noisy excitement of a sound book. With twelve puzzle-pieces to fit into the spaces on the spreads and sound buttons
under each piece, this makes for a completely new interactive reading and play experience.
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